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We explore the challenges of domestic
deliveries in the new world - turning
challenges into winning strategies
Summary
The home delivery market is undergoing
huge change, massive growth and
opportunities are beset with challenges
and innovations in the race to be the ‘go to’
courier.
This paper sets out some of the key
challenges and the customer service
principles and solutions to address these
challenges. makepositive believe – given
their experience of designing and deploying
Salesforce solutions in this sector – that
there is an opportunity to create a strategy
to stand out from the crowd.
If you want to know how you measure up
to the design principles and how you can
leverage them to move up the ‘go to’ list in
the eyes of the consumers as well as the
retailers, just ask and we’ll help.
A hypercompetitive market with low margins
and an increasingly expectant consumer
add up to one thing – you have to leverage
anything and everything possible to stand
out for the right reasons. The trouble is, you
take a package from A to B and that’s it…
are you even remembered? According to
recent research by Network Research, you
are remembered. In fact, 76% of consumers
recall the delivery companies that deliver
their purchases.

Speak to anyone about their delivery
experiences and they’ll happily share their
horror stories, however very rarely does
anyone praise the courier for a job well
done. Consumers enjoy selecting the right
product, happily shop around, pay on terms
that suit them and then the delivery turns up
2 hours late – an experience ruined and the
retailer ends up paying the price in terms of
a damaged reputation.
The consumer doesn’t and shouldn’t detach
the ‘delivery’ element from their overall
experience
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What are the key
market challenges?
1. Increasing flexibility through the innovation that
retailers are demonstrating
2. Increasing expectations from consumers
3. Delivering isn’t getting any easier – logistically
4. The cost of detractors can seriously dent
your margins
We are all beginning – at last – to recognise
the consumer, especially in the retail
vertical. The questions they seem to be
addressing are:
• What choices can I give my customer?
• How can I be easier to do business with?
• By being flexible, will that lock in my
customers?
• How can I innovate in terms of product,
service and customer experience?
In the home delivery and logistics space, vendors
may say ‘we just deliver their products to their
customers, what have these questions got to do with
us?’ That’s a fair question, but take a look at the predicted market trends and the service you offer may
well need to extend in a similar way to the clients
you serve. In terms of innovation, you need to align
with the retailers and manage your service
accordingly – for instance, easily allow consumers
to set their delivery preferences. Remember, some
retailers are starting to offer their customers options
to choose their ‘preferred courier’.

£4.4bn

Domestic parcel
industry value

Market trends
There is clearly a significant opportunity in the home
delivery market given that almost a billion parcels
are estimated to have been delivered in the UK last
year by an expanding workforce of around 1.8
million people, supporting a domestic parcel
industry worth around £4.4bn. However there is also
significant risk if you can’t accommodate the
changing face of the industry.
Looking at the market through the
consumer’s eyes, a recent market study
concluded that there were several attributes
that are perceived as a given:
• Delivery on time
• Reliable service
• Interestingly, a robust complaints
management system
…and there are attributes that were viewed
as ‘delighting’:
• Helpful communication including online
tracking and proactive expectation setting
• Better management of the ‘final mile’
• Recognising consumer preferences
Looking at the requirements of the retailers,
they need a delivery partner that can deliver
to these ‘delights’. They are completely
focussed on the end-to-end customer
experience, which can be significantly
affected by the delivery.
The home delivery market has probably
seen more change in the last decade than
in the previous fifty years. The sheer growth
driven by the thirst for online shopping and
the time-poor consumer of today, have
created a perfect storm for growth.
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The Solution
makepositive have developed Positive Contact™,
our ‘customer engagement in the cloud’ solution
around a set of design principles geared to turning
the customer into an advocate. We feel that
these principles are applicable to the home delivery
market – if you apply these principles, your
customer’s customer will remember you for all the
right reasons…
1. Form a meaningful relationship with your
customers – a real, two-way relationship
2. Be easy to do business with
3. Show me you know me
4. Build a high performing, tenured team
5. Enable personalised experience through
technology
6. Measure what matters and learn
Our recommendations to achieve greater success:
1. You do have the opportunity to form a fantastic
partnership with your clients by focussing on
managing the consumer experience in the same
way that they would. In addition, you can extend the
‘partner’ relationship with your clients by
understanding what their ambitions are and
aligning with them.
2. Remember to allow consumers to easily set their
delivery preferences and this (according to the
consumer studies) delivers a huge tick in the box.
3. Personalise the experience for the
consumer. Keep them updated across a
channel that suits them, be accessible if
they have a delivery query and remember if something goes wrong, ensure you
recognise them every time they need to
contact you, regardless of channel.

4. Ensure your drivers, customer service advisors,
depot staff and anyone else who ‘touches’ the
customer buys into the company culture. Regularly,
‘mystery shop’ yourselves across every channel.
5. Think ‘customer experience’ first then
‘enabling technology’ second. What’s really key, in
technology terms, is the capability to mirror your
multiple clients and extend to all your customer
touch points including the drivers.
6. Align your customer satisfaction measures with
your clients and be open in terms of publishing
them together with a narrative and action plan. This
way, your operation and your clients will see how
you are changing and see your commitment to
align.
The key differentiator is being able to
deliver the above principles across all
your customer touch-points. In fact,
extending the customer service culture and
relationship beyond the customer service
centre engages both the employee and the
customer.
This will add significantly to your bottom line
for these reasons:
• ‘Wow’ factor - think about the advocacy
this could generate
• Human factor to engage customers
• Employee engagement
• Market share and profitability
I would be genuinely bowled over if my
courier could pick up the misdelivered item
at the same time they delivered the new
one, or I could discuss my gas bill with the
meter reader, or close my open case with
the remote engineer at the same time as
having the repair made. I would certainly
share these experiences with friends.
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The human factor is being talked about
more and more as a key driver of advocacy and what
better way of engaging than to extend the role of
face-to-face with the tools to deliver knowledge, case
management and escalations.
Looking at this from an employee
perspective, wouldn’t it be great if your fieldbased
employees would be able to better
prove their value with customer engagement
measures as well as just ‘productivity’
measures and be rewarded accordingly that would certainly up the game, wouldn’t it?
So, the question ought to be - how much
customer value would extending the service
offer to the field add and should we do this
before someone else does?
The lessons and challenges makepositive
have experienced working with some of the
larger home delivery organisations have
given us a real insight into how companies
can drive successful customer experiences,
supported with a mix of technologies and
operational support.
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